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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Union Investment acquires strategic investment in 

PropTech firm Architrave 

 13% investment made by Union Asset Management Holding AG 

 Strategic partnership to develop industry-wide real estate data platform 

 

Frankfurt / Berlin, 4 October 2017. Union Investment is the new co-owner of the Berlin-

based PropTech firm Architrave. As part of a strategic partnership, Union Asset Management 

Holding AG, Frankfurt, Germany, has acquired a 13% minority stake in the company. 

Architrave is the market leader in intelligent real estate data management solutions. Union 

Investment Real Estate GmbH has been a business partner of Architrave since September 

and has populated the Architrave platform with data from more than 400 properties it owns 

around the world.  

The minority investment is linked to a research agreement concerning the joint development 

of one of Architrave’s cornerstone product components, Artificial Intelligence (AI). Both 

partners agree that the long-term objective is to establish an industry standard for gathering 

real estate data in an open, digital platform. This will benefit property owners, asset 

managers, property managers and facility managers in equal measure, as they will gain 

access to a systematic and standardised database for each of their properties without any 

issues with interfaces or problems with information. Real estate data remains available even 

if ownership of the property changes hands, removing the need for any time-consuming 

property and tenant data implementation processes following the sale of the property. With all 

the relevant data already available in a virtual data room, the transaction can be accelerated. 

“The investment in Architrave is our first advance into the PropTech sector,” said Jens 

Wilhelm, Managing Director in charge of real estate, portfolio management and IT 

infrastructure at Union Investment. “The strategic partnership is a core element of our 

strategy of driving forward the process of digitisation in the real estate industry. With its 
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established customer base and continuous expansion, Architrave is an ideal partner to 

realise our common vision of an industry-wide asset management data platform.” In May 

2017, Architrave took second place at the inaugural international PropTech Innovation Award 

involving 200 firms.  

“Partnerships with established players in the real estate industry form the foundation of our 

development as a company,” said Maurice Grassau, CEO and founder of Architrave. “With 

Union Investment on board, we want to kick on with our growth strategy and create genuine 

added value for the entire industry by joining forces on this development.” Architrave has 

generated triple-digit revenue growth for the past five years in succession. In 2017, its 32 

employees will generate revenue of €2 million – figures that are set to double in 2018.  

The minority stake does not grant Union Investment access to asset management data, 

which remains under the sole stewardship of Architrave. “Data integrity remains a 

cornerstone of our business model and therefore has top priority,” added Grassau. “Our data 

platform is, of course, hosted in highly secure German computer centres with maximum 

safeguards against unauthorised access and misuse. When a property changes hand, our 

experts transfer the real estate data to the new owner within the platform environment. This 

marks a milestone in process efficiency for integrating acquired properties into investors’ 

portfolios.” 

 

 

 

Company contacts 

Union Investment Real Estate GmbH   Architrave GmbH 

Fabian Hellbusch     Sonnenallee 223A, 12059 Berlin, Germany 

Valentinskamp 70, 20355 Hamburg, Germany  Tel.: +49 (0)30 9210 9855 0   

Tel.: +49 (0) 40 34 919-4160    Email: info@architrave.de   

Email: fabian.hellbusch@union-investment.de   Website: www.architrave.de  

Website: www.union-investment.de/realestate    
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Press contact 

 

Architrave GmbH 

c/o RUECKERCONSULT GmbH 

Dr. Ulrich Nagel 

Wallstraße 16, 10179 Berlin 

Germany 

Tel.: +49 (0)30 2844987-63 

Email: architrave@rueckerconsult.de  

 
 
 
 
About Union Investment Real Estate  
Union Investment is one of Europe's leading real estate investment management companies. Its range of solutions spans 
open-ended real estate funds as well as service and pooling mandates with a total volume of over €32 billion. Union 
Investment's real estate portfolio is diversified across 23 national markets and comprises 360 properties in the office, hotel, 
retail, logistics and residential segments. It believes that digital technologies offer huge potential for more efficient processes 
and new business models. That's why Union Investment has begun to leverage this potential systematically throughout the 
entire value chain. This includes automating business processes just as much as implementing digital real estate valuation, 
virtual reality and smart analytics solutions. Partnerships, including strategic investments in international PropTech companies, 
play a key part of Union Investment's strategy. 
 
About Architrave  
Architrave provides digital real estate management featuring a central platform for managing and organising all data, 
documents and processes. A leader in the industry, Architrave strives to create an automated data platform for all processes in 
the real estate value chain through the use of future technologies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence. Its clients 
include property owners, owner representatives and real estate service providers. Architrave currently manages assets worth 
€55 billion for established market players such as BEOS, BNP Paribas, CBRE and Union Investment Real Estate. 
 


